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Pilot’s Declaration: Uncertified Wings
BHPA members are advised to fly wings that have a Certificate of Airwothiness for Type issued under the
BHPA, HGMA, DHV/LTA, CEN or AFNOR schemes, and carry the appropriate sail badge.
Pilots who wish to ignore BHPA advice and instead fly wings that have no acceptable independent verification
of their airworthiness (Eg. development gliders and modified production gliders) are required to complete the
following declaration.

I (name)__________________________, fully understand the risks involved in flying uncertified wings, and confirm that
the BHPA and its officers will not be held responsible for any liabilities arising from myself flying such wings.
(I understand that this does not impinge on my third party insurance cover, which is unchanged).

The Pilot’s Declaration is valid whilst you fly in compliance with BHPA Rules and:

•
•

are piloting a HG, PG (any size) or PA and hold at least a CP rating in the relevant discipline and are
qualified in the environment. This declaration applies to solo flight only. Dual flying on uncertified
wings or wings flown outside their certified weight range is expressly excluded.				
				
or
are piloting an SSDR aircraft and hold a valid CAA PPL/NPPL, Certificate of Experience and 		
medical certificate and have complied with CAA SSDR registration requirements.			
				
or

•

are piloting a Human Powered Aircraft, possess the skills necessary to do so, and are operating in
winds of less than 10mph, at heights below 100ft agl and only within the confines of an airfield.

Name:__________________________________________ Membership No:______________________
Signed:_________________________________________ Date:________________________________
Please indicate which Uncertified Wing activity (or activities) you intend to participate in. (This is for data
purposes - your Pilot Declaration covers all variants).
HG
PPG
HPA

PHG 				
SF (speed flying)

PG
SSDR

Nb. Once processed, an updated membership card will be issued showing the Pilot’s Declaration. This Declaration will
lapse at the expiry of your annual membership. There is no charge for renewal, but you must indicate that you wish the
Declaration to continue, by signing as indicated on your membership renewal notice.

I enclose a cheque for £10 made out to ‘BHPA’
Card:

Visa

Maestro

or please charge my Debit/Credit Card

Mastercard
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